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Abstract 

It is shown that classical nonsupersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in 4 

dimensions is symmetric under a generalized dual transform which reduces 

to the usual dual *-operation for electromagnetism. The parallel phase 

transport AJ.'(x) constructed earlier for monopoles is seen to function also 

as a potential in giving a full description of the gauge field, playing thus an 

entirely dual symmetric role to the usual potential AJ.' (x). Sources of A are 

monopoles of A and vice versa, and the Wu-Yang criterion for monopoles 

is found to yield as equations of motion the standard Wong and Yang-Mills 

equations for respectively the classical and Dirac point charge; this applies 

whether the charge is electric or magnetic, the two cases being related just 

by a dual transform. The dual transformation itself is explicit, though 

somewhat complicated, being given in terms of loop space variables of the 

Polyakov type. 

*) Dedicated to the memory of Professor Sir Rudolf Peierls, 1907 - 1995. 



1 Introduction 

It is well-known that pure electrodynamics is symmetric under the interchange of 

electricity and magnetism: E -7 - H, H -7 E, or equivalently under the Hodge 

star operation: l 

(1.1) 


This has led to many interesting consequences which have always intrigued physi

cists [1]-[9] and have recently again excited much interest due to the work of 

Seiberg, Witten and many others [10]-[13]. 

In view of the importance of Yang-Mills theories to particle physics, it is nat

ural to ask whether a similar symmetry exists also for nonabelian gauge fields. 

This question can be asked at many different levels. Recently, it is most often ad

dressed at the level of quantum fields, where the Yang-Mills theory is embedded in 

a larger theory, usually supersymmetric and existing in a high-dimensional space

time, in which charges, whether electric or magnetic, appear as 't Hooft-Polyakov 

solitons [10]. Here, however, we adopt a minimalist approach and ask whether 

strictly 4-dimensional and nonsupersymmetric Yang-Mills theory may possess a 

dual symmetry at the classical field and point charge level. Since it is at this level 

that the Maxwell theory exhibits the well-known dual symmetry, it seems reason

able to ask first whether Yang-Mills theory might possess a generalized version of 

this symmetry also at the same level. 

If duality for non abelian theories is taken to mean again just the Hodge star 

operation (1.1), then the answer to the above question is no. The field tensor FJ.LV 

in the pure Maxwell theory satisfies the equations: 

and: 

(1.2) 


(1.3) 


By virtue of (1.2), FJ.Lv then satisfies the Bianchi identity: 

(1.4) 


Moreover, because the Hodge star operation is reflexive: 

(1.5) 


lIn our convention, glLv = (+, -, -, -), C0123 1. 
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the Maxwell equation of (1.3) can similarly be interpreted in this abelian case 

as the Bianchi identity for *Fp"", which then implies by the Poincare lemma that 

there exists a potential Ap, such that: 

(1.6) 

One sees therefore that Fp,v( x) and *Fp,v( x) satisfy formally the same equations, 

or that electromagnetism is dual symmetric. For the pure nonabelian theory on 

the other hand, the Yang-Mills field tensor satisfies, in parallel to (1.2) and (1.3) 

for the abelian case, the equations: 

(1.7) 

and: 

(1.8) 

where D p, denotes the usual covariant derivative: 

(1.9) 

Although (1.7) implies again the Bianchi identity: 

(1.10) 

this is not the dual of (1.8), since the covariant derivative in (1.10) involves the po

tential Ap,(x) and not some "dual potential" appropriate to *Fp,v(x). Furthermore, 

the Yang-Mills equation (1.8) itself can no longer be interpreted as the Bianchi 

identity for *Fp,v( x), nor does it imply the existence of a "dual potential" Aix) 

satisfying: 

(1.11) 

in parallel to (1. 7). Indeed, it has been shown by Gu and Yang [14] that for certain 

cases of Fp,v(x) satisfying (1.8) there are no solutions for A(x) in (1.11), which 

result shows once and for all that dual symmetry of Yang-Mills theory under the 

Hodge star operation does not hold. 

However, it is not excluded that there may be a generalized dual transform 

which reduces to the Hodge star in the abelian case but for which there is still an 

electric-magnetic dual symmetry for nonabelian Yang-Mills theory. In fact, in an 

earlier paper [15], we have already suggested a generalized dual transform which 

was able to reproduce many of what one may call the dual properties of the abelian 

theory though not as yet the complete dual symmetry. The missing link in the 

arguments there for obtaining a nonabelian dual symmetry was again the existence 
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or otherwise of a local dual potential A.p(x) for Yang-Mills fields. Although a local 

quantity A.p(x) did appear which functioned as the parallel transport for the phase 

of colour magnetic charges exactly as a dual potential should, we were unable to 

show that this A.p ( x) can reproduce all field quantities - meaning that it gives a 

complete description of the theory. As a result of this failure our treatment there, 

though having some desirable features, remained far from being dual symmetric. 

What we shall do in this paper is to show that a generalized dual symmetry 

does exist for nonabelian Yang-Mills theory, and that the dual phase transport 

A.p(x) introduced in [15] does function also as a dual potential in that it gives a full 

description of the theory and plays an entirely dual symmetric role to the standard 

gauge potential Ap(x). This result is achieved by writing down a dual transform 

between two new sets of variables which allows us to reformulate the whole theory 

in an explicitly dual fashion. Indeed, although the new results are derived on the 

basis of results obtained before, the new dual symmetric formulation is so much 

neater than the old that we shall find it easier to derive some of the old results 

again together with the new than to refer back to the older derivations. We shall 

therefore work throughout with the new dual formulation and only return in the 

end to sort out the relationship with the older treatment. 

A dual symmetry for Yang-Mills fields means in particular that colour electric 

charges (i.e. ordinary colour charges such as quarks) which are usually taken to 

be sources of the Yang-Mills field can also be considered as monopoles of the dual 

field in the same way as colour magnetic charges are monopoles of the Yang-Mills 

field. It follows therefore that electric and magnetic charges, in nonabelian as 

in abelian theories, have basically the same dynamics, namely that given by the 

standard Maxwell and Yang-Mills equations, only formulated in a dual manner. 

Furthermore, since the relation here between the field and the dual field though 

somewhat complicated is explicitly known, the result may have brought us one 

step nearer to realizing the hope of obtaining the strong coupling limit of one for

mulation from the weak coupling limit of its dual by making use of the generalized 

Dirac condition: _ 1 
(1.12)99= 2N 

relating the magnitudes of electric and magnetic couplings for a theory with gauge 

group SU(N). 
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2 EJL[~ls] as Variables 

In our previous paper [15] on Yang-Mills duality we have relied heavily on a loop 

space technique developed earlier, using the Polyakov variables FIL[els] to describe 

the gauge field [16, 17, 18]. These variables FIL[els] take values in the gauge Lie 

algebra, depend on the parametrized loop eonly up to the point on elabelled 

by the value s of this parameter, and have only components transverse to the 

loop at that point. They are known to give a complete description of the Yang

Mills theory but are highly redundant as all loop variables are, and have to be 

constrained by an infinite set of conditions which is most conveniently stated as 

the vanishing of the loop space curvature: [17,18] 

(2.1) 

where: 

and 81L(s) denotes the loop derivative 8/8elL (s) at s. One great virtue of FIL[els] 
as variables is that they are gauge independent apart from an innocuous x

independent gauge rotation at the fixed reference point Po for the parametrized 

loops. 

In discussing dual properties, however, it was found convenient to introduce 

another set of quantities EIL[els] which were defined as: 

(2.3) 

where: 

(2.4) 

is the parallel phase transport from the point at S1 to the point at S2 along the 

loop e. Hence, in order to exhibit more clearly the dual properties of the theory, 

it is our intention here to adopt these EIL[els] instead of FIL[els] as field variables. 

Our first task is to demonstrate that this is possible under conditions which we 

shall have to specify. 

Recall first that the Polyakov variable FIL[e Is] is defined as: 

(2.5) 

where: 

(2.6) 
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Figure 1: Illustration for FIl[{ls] 

or ~e(21r, 0) as defined in (2.4), so that Fllr{ls] can be pictured as in Figure 1, 

where the 5-function 5(s Sf) inherent in our definition of the loop derivative2 

51l( s) is represented in the figure as a bump function centred at s with width 

€ = s+ - s_. In the same spirit, the quantity Ellr{ls] defined in (2.3) can be 

pictured as the bold curve in Figure 2 where the phase factors ~e(s, 0) in (2.3) 

have cancelled parts of the circuit in Figure 1. In contrast to FIl[{ls], therefore, 

EIl[{ls] is dependent really only on a "segment" of the loop { from s_ to s+. 

The reason for representing the 5-function in Figures 1 and 2 as a bump func

tion is that, as in most functional formulations, our treatment here involves some 

operations with the 5-function which need to be "regularized" to be given a mean

ing. Our procedure is to take first the 5-function as a bump function with finite 

width, and then afterwards take the appropriate zero width limit. For example, 

we shall need later the loop deriva:tive 511 (s) of the quantity EIl[{ls] at the same 

value of s. Clearly, a loop derivative has a meaning only if there is a segment of 

the loop on which it can operate. Therefore, to define this derivative, we shall 

2For any functional 'if!'[e] of the parametrized loop e, we defined [17] the loop derivative 

t5l'(s) = t5jt5el'(s) as: 

(2.7) 

with: 

(2.8) 

In case of ambiguity, .815(8-81 
) in the expression above for fa:(8' ) is replaced by a bump-function 

with width € and height h, and the limit € -+ 0 with .8 = €h held fixed is taken first, to be 
followed by the limit h -+ O. 
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Figure 2: Illustration for Ep,[els] 

first regard Ep,[els] as a segmental quantity dependent on the segment of the loop 

e from s €/2 to s + €/2. We then define the loop derivative 6y(s) using the 

normal procedure on this segment, and afterwards take the limit € -+ O. In case a 

repeated loop derivative of Ep,[els] is required at the same s, then the 6-function 

inherent in the first derivative has again to be represented by a bump function of 

finite width, say €/, so that the second derivative can be defined on this segment 

of the loop. Afterwards, we take first the limit €' -+ 0, and then the limit € -+ 0, 

in that order. In view of these regularization procedures, it is often convenient to 

picture the quantities Fp,[els] and Ep,[els] as in Figures 1 and 2. 

To show now that Ep,[els] do constitute a valid set of variables for a full de

scription of the gauge field, we note first that by (2.3) and (2.5) we have: 

6y(S')Ep,[{ls] = {Pe(s, 0){6y(s')Fp,[els] + igB(s s') [Fy[e Is'] ,Fp,[els]]}{Pt(s, 0), 
(2.9) 

where B(s) is the Heaviside B-function, so that: 

(2.10) 

and the condition (2.1) translated in terms of Ep,[els] reads as: 

(2.11) 

Hence, since we already know that Fp,[els] constrained by (2.1) describes the gauge 

theory, we want now to show that given a set of Fp,[els] satisfying (2.1) we recover 

a set of Ep,[els] satisfying (2.11) and vice versa. 
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The direct statement is easy to see. Given FIJ[els] satisfying (2.1), we know 

from the so-called Extended Poincare lemma derived in [17] that we can recover a 

local potential AIJ(x), from which a parallel transport cpe( s, 0) by (2.4), and hence 

also an EIJ[els] by (2.3) can be constructed. This EIJ[els] will automatically satisfy 

(2.11) as we wanted. 

What is less obvious is the converse statement, namely that given a set of 

EIJ[els] satisfying (2.11), one can also recover a set of FIJ[els] satisfying (2.1). To 

see this, one notes first that given (2.11), it follows that there exists some W[els] 
such that: 

(2.12) 


Indeed, if one writes symbolically: 

e
W[els] = r (6) 8(IJ(s)EIJ[(ls] (2.13) 

} eO(6) 

as a line integral with respect to 8e along some path from an arbitrary point eo(s) 
to the given point e(s) then a similar argument as in the usual Stokes' theorem 

would imply by (2.11) that W[els] is in fact path-independent and depends only 

on the end-point e(s) as indicated. Furthermore, the derivative of this integral 

W[els] would give EIJ[els] as desired. If we now take a product of these W's along 

the loop e, thus: 

cpe( s, 0) = P6' II {1 - igW[el s']}, (2.14) 
6'=0-+6 

it is seen to satisfy: 

(2.15) 

Defining then: 

FJL[els] = CPt(s, O)EJL[els]cpe(s, 0) (2.16) 

with cpe( s, 0) given in (2.14), we have: 

8v(s)FIJ[els]- 8JL(s)Fv[els] = 

cpe-1 (s, O){8v(s )EJL[els] - 8JL( s)Ev[els]}cpe(s, 0) - ig[FJL[els]' Fv[els]]'(2.17) 

1.e. (2.10), which by (2.11) means that GJLv[els] vanishes, as required. 

In the above argument, however, we have actually glossed over a rather im

portant point, namely that in writing (2.15) we have used (2.12) in which, by 

our procedure detailed above, W[els] ought first to be regarded as a "segmental 

quantity" depending on a segment of ewith width € = s+ - L, and only after 

the loop differentiation has been performed is the segmental width € to be taken 
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to zero. On the other hand, in defining ~e(s)O) in terms of W[els], one wants 

already in (2.14) to take the limit € -+ O. To assert both statements therefore, 

we shall need a composition law for W which says that the factor (1 igW[els]) 
for a small finite segment is in fact the same as the product of such factors for 

those infinitesimal segments which make up this small finite segment. That such 

a composition law holds can be seen by an argument parallel to that given in [17] 

for deriving the composition law for ~[e] by writing it in terms of Fi-'[els] as a 

surface integral. Here, the line integral in loop space (2.13) representing W[els] is 

also in fact a surface integral in ordinary space-time for which a similar argument 

is seen to apply. 

That being the case, we conclude that Ei-'[els] constrained by (2.11) do con

stitute a valid set of variables for describing the gauge field, which we shall adopt 

later for discussing its dual properties. Note that, in contrast to the Polyakov vari

ables Fi-'[els], the variables Ei-'[els] are gauge dependent quantities and so, though 

more convenient than Fi-'[els] for studying duality, may not be so useful other

wise. We note further that the fact we are able to recover from Ei-'[els] satisfying 

(2.11) the Polyakov variables Fi-'[els] satisfying (2.1) means also by the Extended 

Poincare lemma of [17] that there exists a local potential Ai-'(:C) such that the 

parallel transport is indeed given by (2.4). In turn, this implies that: 

(2.18) 

and that: 

(2.19) 

with Fi-'l.I(:C) given as usual in (1.7) in terms of the Ai-'(:C) defined in (2.18) above. 

These two formulae will be of use to us later. 

Generalized Dual Transform 

As noted above in the Introduction, Hodge star duality does not lead to a dual 

symmetry for nonabelian Yang-Mills theory. We seek therefore a generalized dual 

transform, if such exists, which may restore dual symmetry to Yang-Mills theory. 

The experience gained in earlier work leads us to believe that such a transform is 

best written in terms of the variables Ei-'[els] introduced in the preceding section. 

We seek a dual transform with the following 3 properties. First, we want, of 

course, that the new dual transform reduces back to the Hodge star (1.1) for the 

abelian theory, but that it should not do so for the nonabelian case or else the 
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conclusion of Gu and Yang in [14] would be violated. Secondly, in order for the 

new transform to qualify as a dual transform, we want it to be invertible in the 

sense that, like the Hodge star, application of the transform twice should give the 

identity, apart perhaps from a sign. Thirdly, we want the transform to be such 

that, again like the Hodge star in the abelian case, an electric charge defined as 

a source of the direct field should appear as a monopole of the dual field, while a 

magnetic charge defined as a source of the dual field should appear as a monopole 

of the direct field. This last property seems to us to be the crucial feature which 

gives dual symmetry to the abelian theory and which, we have reason to believe 

from past experience, may give dual symmetry also to Yang-Mills fields. 

Our suggestion is as follows. Given a set of variables Ep,[els] describing the 

gauge field, we introduce a corresponding dual set of variables Ep,[1]lt] labelled by 

1] and t, where 1] is just another parametrized loop with parameter t which are 

distinguished here by different symbols from eand s for convenience. For given 1] 

and t, Ep,[1]lt] is defined as: 

W-
1(1](t»Ep,[1]lt]w(1](t)) = - ~cp,vpu~V(t) J5edsEP[els]eU(s)e-2(s)5(e(s) -1](t», 

(3.1) 

where w(a:) is just a local rotational matrix allowing for the freedom oftransform

ing from the "U"-frame in which direct quantities like Ep,[els] are represented 

to a "U"-frame in which dual quantities like Ep, [1] It] are represented, and N a 

normalization factor (infinite) defined as: [17, 18, 15] 

(3.2) 


As (3.1) involves an implicit regularization procedure, i.e. a fixed order in 

which various limits are taken, some explanation is in order. The loop integral on 

the right-hand side of (3.1), as for the loop derivative discussed in the preceding 

section, needs a segment of the loop e on which to operate. Hence, Ep[els] has 

first again to be regarded as a segmental quantity depending on a little segment 

of e from s_ to s+ whose width c = s+ L is taken to zero only after the 

integration has been performed. In the same spirit, e(s) in the integrand is meant 

to represent the quantity (e( s+) - e(L» /€ which becomes the tangent to the loop 

e at s when € -+ O. If one is interested only in the value of Ep,[1]lt] and not, say, 

in its derivatives, then Ep,[1]lt] can be taken as just a function of the point 1](t) 
labelled by t on the loop 1] and of the tangent ~(t) to the loop at that point. 

In that case, the 5-function 5(e(s) - 1](t)) on the right says that the segment 

e has to pass through at s the point 1](t) but is otherwise freely integrated so 
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that ~(s) = (e(s+) - e(L))/e can have any direction relative to iJ(t), except that 

the contribution to the integral vanishes when e(s) is parallel to iJ(t) because of 

the e,."",fJU symbol in front. However, if we wish to evaluate the loop derivative 

ba(t) b/brt(t) of E,.,,[1]lt] using the formula (3.1), then E,.,,[1]lt] itself has also to 

be regarded as a segmental quantity depending on a segment of 1] from L to t+ 

with width €' t+ - L. After the differentiation has been performed, one can 

then take the limit e' ~ 0, and our procedure says that this limit should be taken 

before the limit e ~ 0 for the integral. That being the case, we may take et < e, 

and the b-function b(e(s) 1](t)) should now be interpreted as saying that the 

segment ecoincides from s = L to s = t+ with the segment 1], but outside that 

interval is still freely integrated so that e(s) can again have any direction relative 

to iJ(t). Since the integral receives contributions only from e segments with e 
nonparallel to iJ, we cannot take et = e, otherwise e(s) iJ(t) and the integral 

would vanish. 

With these clarifications in the interpretation of the dual transform (3.1) let 

us now examine whether colour electric charges do indeed appear as monopoles 

of the dual field E,.,,[1]lt], which property, as stated above, we believe to be crucial 

for dual symmetry. We recall first that a colour electric charge is usually defined 

as a source of the Yang-Mills field, namely a nonvanishing covariant divergence 

D'" F,."",( x). Equivalently, according to Polyakov [16], it is a nonvanishing loop 

divergence b""(s)F,.,,[els] of the loop variable F,.,,[els]. Alternatively again, since 

(2.9) implies that: 

(3.3) 

it also means a nonvanishing loop divergence b""(s )E,.,,[els] of the variable E,.,,[els] 
adopted here. On the other hand, a colour magnetic charge defined as a monopole 

of the Yang-Mills field is characterized most easily as a nonvanishing loop space 

curvature [17, 18] G,."",[els] as defined in (2.2), or alternatively, by (2.10) in terms of 

E,.,,[els], as a nonvanishing "curl" b",(s )E,.,,[els]-b,.,,(s )E",[els]. By a monopole ofthe 

dual field E we mean then a nonvanishing curl b",(t)E,.,,[1]lt]- b,."(t)E,,,[1]lt]. Hence 

to show that a colour electric charge is indeed a monopole of the dual field, we 

need to show that a nonvanishing divergence of E will lead to a nonvanishing curl 

of the dual variable E as defined by the dual transform (3.1). The parallel for this 

in the abelian theory is that an electric charge represented by the nonvanishing 

divergence 8'"F,."",( x) of the Maxwell field can also be interpreted as the violation 

of the Bianchi identity for the dual field *F,."",( x), which signifies the presence of a 

monopole in *F. 

That a nonvanishing divergence of E would generally lead to a nonvanishing 
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curl of E can be seen by direct computation. From (3.1), one can write: 

€>.p.af; (5'>.(t){w- 1(",(t) )Ep[",lt]w( ",(t))} 


- ~€>.paf;€pvpO"1((t) J6eds{!5'>.(s)EP[els]}eO"(s)e-2(s)6(e(s) - ",(t)),(3.4) 


where, recalling from the above paragraph that in 6(e(s) - ",(t)) on the right, 

",(t) is first to be interpreted as a little segment which coincides with e( s) for 

s = L -+ t+, we have put 6>.(t) = -6>.(s) and then performed an integration by 

parts with respect to 6e. Expressing next €>.paf; €pvpO" as a combination of Kronecker 

deltas and using the fact that segmental quantities, like loop quantities, have only 

transverse loop derivatives so that both 6p( s )ep(s) and 6p(t)iJP(t) vanish, we obtain 

for (3.4): 

€>.p.af; 6>.(t){w- 1(",(t) )Ep [",It]w(",(t))} 

= - ~ j6eds{iJf;(t)ea(s) - iJa(t)ef;(s)}6p(s)EP[els]e- 2 (s)6(e(s) ",(t))(3.5) 

On multiplying by t€pvaf;, we obtain: 

W -1 (",(t)){6v( t )Ep[", It] 6p( t)Ev[",lt]}w(",( t)) 

- ~ j6edS€pvaf;{iJf;(t)ea(s) - iJa(t)ef;(s)}6p(s)EP[els]e-2(s)6(e(s) ",(t)) , 

(3.6) 

where the factors w-1(",(t)) and w(",(t)) can be taken outside because loop deriva

tives vanish for local quantities.3 One sees thus that the divergence of E is indeed 

related to the curl of E and that an electric charge characterized by the nonvanish

ing of the former will in general mean a monopole characterized by a nonvanishing 

curl ofthe latter. Conversely, if 6P( s )Ep[els] = 0 then 6v(t)Ep[",lt] - 6p( t)Ev[",lt] = 

0, or in other words the absence of sources in E will guarantee the absence of 

monopoles in E, which statement is in fact what is needed for deriving dual sym

metry, as we shall see later. 

Next, we wish to check that (3.1) reduces to the Hodge star relation when 

the theory is abelian but not when the theory is nonabelian. To see this, we let 

the segmental width of Ep[",lt] in (3.1) go to zero so that we can use the formula 

(2.19) to write the left-hand side in terms of local quantities: 

w- 1 (:c)Fpv(:C)w(:c) = - ~€pvpO" J6edsEP[els]eO"(s)e- 2 (s)6(:c - e(s)). (3.7) 

3 Although W(17{t)) does vary when 17 is varied at t, its variation is of measure zero compared 

with the variation of the loop so long as the 8-function in the definition of the loop derivative 

is given a finite width, so that the derivative has to be assigned the value zero for consistency 

with our standard procedure for resolving such ambiguities. 
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Figure 3: Illustration for the Integrand in Dual Transform 

We recall that our procedure is to do the integral before taking the width of the 

segment in EIl[els] to zero. In other words, within the integral, the loop ecan still 

vary by a 8-functional bump as illustrated in Figure 3 (a). For such a e, EIl[els], 
which is obtained by making a 8-functional variation along the direction p, will 

take on the shape depicted in Figure 3 (b). This last figure can be expressed as 

the product of three factors, namely Figures 3(c),(d),(e) in the order indicated. 

In the abelian theory, the ordering of the factors is unimportant so that the 

factors of Figures (c) and (e) cancel in the limit when the segmental width € ---+ 0, 

leaving only the factor of Figure (d), which can as usual be expressed by (2.19) 

as FJLa(e(s))ea(s), giving: 

Fllv(x) = -~€IlVPU / 8edsFPa(e(s))ea(s)eO"(s)e-2(s)8(x - e(s)) 

(3.8) 

which is just the Hodge star relation if we identify Fllv(x) with *Fllv( x). On the 

other hand, for a nonabelian theory, the factors of Figures 3 (c) and (e) cannot 

be commuted through the factor of Figure (d) so that the above reduction to the 

Hodge star relation will not go through. 

Lastly, we wish to examine whether the dual transform (3.1) is invertible. 

From (3.1) we can write: 

~ €a61l>'(6( u) / 817dtw-1 CIJ( t))Ell [17lt]w( 17(t) )1)>.(t)1)-2(t )8(17(t) ((u)) 

;2€a61l>'€IlVPU(6(U) /817dt1)>.(t)1)V(t)'lj-2(t)8(17(t) ((u)) 

/ 8edsEP[els]eO"(s)e-2(s)8(e(s) -17(t)). (3.9) 
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By integrating first over all directions of r,(t) which we recall from the explanation 

given after (3.1) is admissible, we obtain a factor NSrI4, so that the right-hand 

side reduces to: 

(3.10) 

U sing the argument in the paragraph above, one can show that the integral in 

(3.10) is antisymmetric in the indices p and (J' giving then just twice the first term 

where, since ( and i are no longer forbidden to be parallel, we may put them 

equal using S(e(s) - ((u» so that the whole expression reduces to just Ea[(lu], 
glvmg: 

w(((u»Ea[(lu]w-I(((u» = ~€aJ3Il),(J3(u) !STJdtEIl[TJlt]1j),(t)r,-2(t)S(TJ(t) - ((u», 
(3.11) 

as required. 

We have now shown that the generalized dual transform suggested in (3.1) 

does indeed have all the 3 properties that we desired. 

Pure Yang-Mills Theory 

With the variables E and E introduced in the two preceding sections, let us now 

examine the dual properties of the pure Yang-Mills theory. Since the theory in 

the standard (direct) formulation has a local potential All(x), it follows that if the 

theory is symmetric under the dual transform (3.1) introduced above, then there 

must also be a local potential All(x) in the dual formulation. Now, in the abelian 

theory, it was the equation of motion (1.3) which guaranteed via the Poincare 

lemma the existence of the dual potential AIl(x)j so we can hope that here too 

in the nonabelian theory, it is the Yang-Mills equation of motion, namely (1.8), 

which guarantees the existence of the local potential All(x). We shall now show 

that this is indeed the case. 

According to Polyakov [16], the Yang-Mills equation (1.8) can be written in 

terms of the loop variables FIl[els] as: 

(4.1) 

By (3.3) it follows that 

SIl(S )EIl[els] 

Hence by (3.6) the dual variables EIl[TJlt] have 

O. 

to satisfy the condition: 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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However, we know from Section 2 that this is exactly the condition for these 

variables to possess a local potential. Indeed, according to the arguments there, 

(4.3) implies the existence of a W[qlt] such that: 

(4.4) 

and the local potential AIL(z) is given by the dual analogue of (2.18): 

(4.5) 


One sees thus that the existence of a local dual potential AIL(z) is indeed guaran

teed. 

From previous work [17, 18, 20, 15], we have learned that it is possible, and in 

fact even convenient for deriving the dynamics of colour charges, to reformulate 

the Yang-Mills theory in terms of loop variables. This was done for the Polyakov 

variables FIL[els]. Let us do it now in terms of the variables EIL[els]. We have 

shown already in Section 2 that they give a complete description of the theory 

although they have to be constrained by the curl-free condition (2.11). Suppose 

then we start with the standard Yang-Mills action:4 

A~ -1~1r / d4 zTr{FlLv(z)FILV(z)}, (4.6) 

which in terms of the Polyakov variables FIL[els] takes the familiar form: 

1 /A~ = - 41rN .8edsTr{FIL [el s]FIL[els]}e- 2(s), (4.7) 

we have from (2.3) in terms of EIL[els]: 

A~ - 4:N / 8eds Tr{EIL[els]EIL[els]}e- 2(s). (4.8) 

Incorporating the constraint (2.11) into the action by means of Lagrange multi

pliers WlLv[els], we obtain: 

the extremization of which with respect to the variables EIL[els] yields then the 

equation of motion in parametric form: 

(4.10) 


4For su(2), our convention is: B = Bitil ti = Ti/2, TrB = 2x sum of diagonal elements, so 

that Tr(titj) = Cij. Our results are given explicitly for su(2) although they can be trivially 
extended to any su(N). 
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The parameter W,w[els] being antisymmetric in its indices It, v, (4.10) is easily 

seen to imply (4.1), or in other words the Yang-Mills equation (1.8) as expected. 

N ow earlier work has shown that the Lagrange multipliers in such a formulation 

often play the role of a dual potential [15]. If so, we expect that the dual potential 

Ap(:Z:) should be expressible in terms of the parameters Wpv[els]. For reasons 

which will be made clear later when we deal with colour charges, we anticipate 

that Ap(:Z:) is expressible in terms of Wpv[els] as: 

However, we have already given a formula for Ap(:Z:) in terms of W[17lt] in (4.5). 

To see that these two expressions agree, substitute the expression (4.10) above 

into the dual transform (3.1) obtaining: 

W- 1 (17(t))Ep[17lt]W(17(t)) = 81r€,wp<T~V(t) Joedsoa(s)wpa[els]eO"(s)o(e(s) -17(t)), 
(4.12) 

where for: 

(4.13) 


one can rewrite: 

However, since loop quantities by definition have only loop derivatives transverse 

to the loop, the last two terms inside the bracket on the right-hand side of (4.14) 

give zero contributions when substituted into (4.12) giving: 

W- 1 (17(t))Ep[17lt]W(17(t)) = -81rop(t) Joeds~V(t)*WvO"[els]eO"(s)o(e(s) 17(t)), 
(4.15) 

where we have performed an integration by parts with respect to oe. It follows 

then from (4.4) that, apart from a constant term: 

W- 1 (17(t))W[17lt]W(17(t)) = -81r~P(t) Joeds€pvpO"WPO" [els]eV(s)o(e(s) 17(t)), 
(4.16) 

from which we obtain easily through (4.5) the relation (4.11) as desired. 

The structure of the preceding arguments is set out on the left-hand side of 

Chart I, where the U-invariance will be demonstrated later. The similarity with 

Chart I of [15] for the abelian case is obvious. 

Next, we explore whether a similar structure is also obtained if we go over 

into the dual formulation in terms of E. Substituting the expression(3.11) for E 
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in terms of E into the action A~ in (4.8), we obtain on integrating over ~ and 

summing over indices: 

(4.17) 

where we have used the fact that Ep[1]lt] has only components transverse to the 

loop 1]. Apart from a sign, this is formally the same as the action (4.8) in terms of 

E. Hence, if we extremize this action under the constraint (4.3) ensuring that E 
is curl-free to remove the redundancy of these variables, we see that the problem 

will formally be exactly the same as for the direct formulation in terms of E, 

producing the structure shown on the right-hand side of Chart I. In other words, 

one has an exact dual symmetry as hoped. 

Yang-Mills Theory with Charges 

Monopoles in gauge theories have by virtue of their topological nature an intrinsic 

interaction with the gauge field, and Wu and Yang [1] have suggested a criterion 

whereby equations of motion for monopoles can be derived as consequences of 

the topology without introducing an explicit interaction term into the action. 

The criterion has already been repeatedly applied with success in earlier work 

[17,20,15]. In case a theory is dual symmetric, then both electric and magnetic 

charges are monopoles in the appropriate fields so that the Wu-Yang criterion can 

be applied to both giving dual symmetric equations as the result. This was the 

case in the abelian theory, and since we now claim that the Yang-Mills theory is 

symmetric under the new generalized duality, it should be true here also, which 

is what we wish now to demonstrate. 

Let us start with a colour magnetic charge which is a monopole in the Yang

Mills field, appearing as a topological obstruction with nontrivial loop space holon

omy, or equivalently non-zero loop space curvature Gp/l[~ls], constructed from the 

Polyakov variable Fp[~ls] as connection [17, 18]. This in turn means non-zero curl 

for Ep[~ls]. The statement that there is a classical (colour) magnetic point charge 

9 moving along a world-line YP( T) can thus be explicitly expressed as: 

(5.1) 

with: 

(5.2) 

where K(T) is an algebra-valued quantity satisfying the conditiom exp i'xX -1. 

[17] 
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The Wu-Yang criterion stipulates that equations of motion are to be derived 

by imposing this definition (5.1) of the monopole as a constraint on the free action, 

which is for the classical point particle: 

AO = A~ - m f dr. (5.3) 

Incorporating then the constraint (5.1) by means of Lagrange multipliers W~l.I[elsl 

into the action, we have: 

We notice that at every space-time point not on the world-line Y~(r) of the 

monopole, the condition (5.1) says that the curl of E vanishes, which is exactly 

the constraint we need to impose on the E variables to remove their intrinsic 

redundancy. Hence, in the action (5.4), where this constraint has already been 

incorporated, E~[els] can now be taken as independent variables. 

Extremizing then A in (5.4) with respect to the variables E~[els] and Y~(r), 

we obtain again (4.10) together with: 

-81r9 f 8eds€~l.IP<78A
( s) Tr{WAP[els]K:(r)} 

dYl.I(r) . 
x dr e.,.(s)8(e(s)-Y(r)). (5.5) 

From these the Lagrange multipliers W~l.I[els] can be eliminated giving the Polyakov 

equation (4.1) or (4.2) together with: 

~ f 8eds€~l.IP<7 Tr{EAels]K:(r)} 

xe.,.(s)e-2(s)d~;r)8(e(s) Y(r)), (5.6) 

where one sees that Ep[els] appears in the combination: 

(5.7) 

which is exactly what appeared also in the dual transform (3.1) if one takes there 

the zero segmental width limit (€ -1- 0) and put 'I/(t) = Y(r). However, the other 

field equation of motion (4.2) has already been shown via the dual transform to 

imply the existence of a local gauge potential A~(x) for E~['l/It], so that by (2.19) 

in the limit of zero segmental width: 

(5.8) 
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with: 

(5.9) 

Whence, it follows that (5.6) reduces to: 

(5.10) 

with: 

K(r) w(Y( r ))K:(r )W-l(y(r )), (5.11) 

and F/.£II(Y(r)) as given by (5.9), which is the dual of the Wong equation5 [19]. 

Conversely, if we start with a colour electric charge considered as a monopole 

of E/.£[1Jlt], we will obtain via exactly the same arguments the dual of the above 

equations, namely: 

(5.12) 


which guarantees the existence of the potential A/.£(x) and is equivalent to the 

"dual Yang-Mills equation": 

with: 

(5.13) 


(5.14) 


5This equation (5.10) should be clearly distinguished from the equation with *F,.w(:r;) in place 

of the F",v (:r;) here which we used to write in previous work [17, 20, 15] prefaced by a warning that 
it was meant only as illustration and should not be taken literally because *F",v(:r;) is patched 

and cannot be given a meaning at the position yeT) of the monopole. The present equation 
(5.10) does not suffer from these faults since F",v(:r;) is covariant with respect to 6- but invariant 
with respect to U-transformations so that in the presence of the magnetic charge (which is a 

monopole of E but only a source of E ) it need not be patched at all and can exist even at the 

position yeT) of the magnetic charge, just as in the dual situation the Yang-Mills field F",v(:r;) 
requires no patching when only electric charges are present. Whatever patching that was needed 
has been absorbed into the transformation matrix w(a::) which has itself to be patched in the 

presence of the magnetic charge, as was shown in Section 6 of [15]. One notes further that the 

appearance of*F",v(:r;) in (5.10) instead of F",v(:r;) would make the equation non-dual-symmetric 
since according to Gu and Yang [14] a "dual potential" to *F",v(:r;) sometimes cannot exist. 

On the other hand, by virtue of the Yang-Mills equation or (4.2), a potential for ff",v(a::) is 

known to exist through the arguments in Section 2, thus restoring the symmetry with F",v(:r;) 
which is endowed with a potential right from the beginning of the standard (direct) formulation. 
Technically, what had gone wrong in "deriving" the old equation with *F",v(Y(T» was that one 

had to take first the limit of the segmental width € --+ 0 and apply the formula (2.19) in the 
expression (5.7) before performing the integral, whereas the rule of the game as we understand 

it now requires that the integral has to be first performed before the € --+ 0 limit is taken, a rule 
to which we have now adhered. 
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together with the Wong equation: 

m d2~;~T) -gTr{I(T)F~II(Y(T))} d~;T). (5.15) 

The dynamics of a classical point charge is thus seen to be entirely dual symmetric. 

Consider next a Dirac particle carrying a colour magnetic charge. The logical 

steps for deriving its equations of motion in the gauge field using the Wu-Yang 

criterion are the same as for the classical point particle, except that the free action 

AO is now: [20, 15] 

AO = A~ +! d4 zi{J(z)(i8~,.·t m )1/J( z), (5.16) 

and the "current" J~II[els] in (5.4) is now the quantum current: 

(5.17) 

both depending on the wave function 1/J( z) of the particle. Extremizing the action 

(5.4) with respect to E~[eI8] yields again the equation (4.10) which is equivalent 

to the Polyakov equation (4.1) or the Yang-Mills equation (1.8). Extremizing A 
with respect to i{J( z) on the other hand yields: 

(5.18) 

w here Aiz ) is as given in (4.11) and has already been shown there to be the same 

as the dual potential. This equation is thus exactly the dual of the Yang-Mills

Dirac equation for 1/J( z ). 

Starting with a colour electric charge considered as a monopole of E[1Jlt] and 

following exactly the same arguments will lead easily to the dual equations to 

the above, namely the condition (4.3) which guarantees the existence of the local 

gauge potential A~(z) together with the Yang-Mills-Dirac equation for 1/J( z): 

(5.19) 

We have thus also for the quantum particle exact dual symmetry as we had hoped. 

The result in this section is summarized in Chart II, which is seen to be quite 

symmetric on left and right and entirely analogous to the Chart II of [15] for 

electrodynamics. 

6 U X U Invariance 

That there is a dual doubling of the gauge symmetry in Yang-Mills theory has 

already been shown previously [20, 15]. Our task here is merely to outline how 
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this gauge symmetry operates in terms of the new formulation, which turns out 

in fact to be considerably simpler than it has appeared before. 

Under simultaneous infinitesimal U and (j local transformations parametrized 

respectively by the gauge parameters A(x) and A(x), the variables E,,[els] and 

E,,[1]lt] transform as: 

E,,[els] ---t [1 + igA(e(s))]E,,[els][l igA(e(s))), (6.1) 

E,,[1]lt] ---t [1 + igA(1](t))]E,,[1]lt][l igA(1](t))], (6.2) 

while the rotation matrix w(x) transforms as: 

w(x) ---t [1 + igA(x)]w(x)[l igA(x)]. (6.3) 

It is clear then that the dual transform (3.1) and its inverse (3.11) are both gauge 

covariant. Further, recalling that the gauge parameters A(e(s)) and A(e(s)), being 

local quantities, have zero loop derivatives (see the footnote in Section 3), one sees 

that the relation (3.6) giving the curl of E in terms of the divergence of E which is 

so crucial for our duality arguments is also gauge covariant. That being the case, 

we need henceforth consider the invariant properties for only one half of the dual 

symmetric Charts I and II, since those for the other half will follow automatically. 

Consider first Chart I for pure Yang-Mills fields. It is obvious that the free 

field term in the action (4.9) is gauge invariant. The only question then is how 

the Lagrange multipliers W"v[els] in the constraint term will transform. We put: 

where we notice that in addition to a U-gauge rotation there is an inhomogenious 

{j-term parametrized by a vector quantity Acr[els]. Under a pure {j-transformation 

(i.e. for A 0 in (6.4)) the transformation of W"v[els] is that of the tensor 

potential 6 discovered some years ago first in supersymmetry theory [23]. On 

substituting (6.4) into the action (4.9), the U-gauge rotation factors cancel, while 

the extra increment due to AQ'[els]' after an integration by parts with respect to 

e, is seen to vanish by virtue of the identity satisfied by the curl of E, namely: 

(6.5) 

leaving thus the whole action invariant. 

6Indeed, the Yang-Mills action when formulated in loop space (4.7) is entirely analogous to 

the Freedman-Townsend action with WILI/[els] here playing the role of the Freedman-Townsend 

tensor potential [21, 22]. 
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The Lagrange multiplier Wt'v[els], however, is related to the dual potential 

At'(x) by the relation (4.11) so that its transformation in (6.4) will induce a 

transformation in the dual potential. The result is: 

At'(x) ~ [1 igA(x)]At'(x)[l igA(x)]- 2ig0t' J8edsAv[els]eV (s)8(e(s) - x), 
(6.6) 

where we have used the fact that Av[els] has only transverse derivatives and 

performed an integration by parts with respect to e. Hence, we see that At'(x) 
transforms as a gauge potential should, if we put: 

(6.7) 

Given that it is this dual potential At'(x) which is coupled to the wave func

tion 1f;(x) of the magnetic charge, it is clear then that the action (5.4) on Chart 

II is also invariant when the above transformations are coupled with the usual 

transformations for the Wong "charge": 

(6.8) 


and for the wave function: 

1f;(x) ~ [1 igA(x)]1f;(x). (6.9) 

This last observation then completes our task. 

Concluding Remarks 

Compared with our earlier work [15] the present paper has gone further in yielding 

an actual dual symmetry which had previously eluded us and in giving simpler 

derivations of the old results. The basis for this improvement is the dual transform 

of (3.1) which allows one to switch at will from one formulation of the theory to its 

dual. In terms of this language, our previous treatment is only a half-way house 

where only part of the dual transform has been carried out. Thus, for example, 

the so-called dual potential Tt'v[els] of [15], which is essentially our Wt'v[els] here, 

has in the present treatment to undergo a further transform, namely (4.11) which 

is analogous to (3.1), in order to give the genuine dual potential At'(x). It is the 

realization of this step which eventually reveals the full dual symmetry. 

Since the relationship between the two treatments can be worked out, given the 

relation (2.3) between the variables Et'[els] used here and the Polyakov variables 
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FIL[els] adopted in the earlier paper, no detailed comparison need be given7 
. There 

is one point, however, concerning the phase factor <)e(s+, 0) occuring only in [15] 

which puzzled us at first and deserves perhaps a mention. The factor <)e(s+, 0) 
appeared first in [15] in the defining constraint for the "magnetic" current: 

(7.1) 

where for a classical point charge we had: 

Y(T)), (7.2) 

with: 

K[els] <)i1(s+, O)K(T)<)e(S+, 0), (7.3) 

and K(T) a local quantity, while for a Dirac point charge we had: 

JJ.\II[els] UtlLllpIT [."b(e( s))w(e(sH'YPtiw-l (e( s) )1jJ(e(s ))]<)i1
( s+, O)ti<)e(s+, 0). 

(7.4) 

These expressions differ from (5.2) and (5.17) ofthis paper by the factor <)e(s+, 0) 
and its inverse, where we note that the argument is s+ and not s as elsewhere in 

this paper.s That these factors should be there in (7.2) and (7.4) for consistency 

but not in (5.2) and (5.17) can be seen as follows. The loop space curvature 

GJ.\II[els] as exhibited in (2.2) satisfies the Bianchi identity: 

(7.5) 


where 'DJ.\(s) denotes the "covariant loop derivative": 

(7.6) 


Hence, the current JJ.\II[els] on the right-hand side of (7.1) must also satisfy this 

identity, which it does if it contains the factors <)e(s+, 0) and <)t(s+, 0) as shown 

in (7.2) and (7.4), but will not do so without these factors. On the other hand, 

although in the equation (5.1) which is the equivalent to (7.1) in terms of EJ.\[els] , 
the current must also satisfy a similar identity (6.5), this involves only the ordinary 

loop derivative hlL ( s), and not the covariant loop derivative 'DIL(s). The expressions 

(5.2) and (5.17) have thus no need for the phase factors <)e(S+l 0) and <)t(S+l 0). 

7We note that, for convenience, we have used the same symbols in some cases to denote 

related but not identical quantities in the two papers, but this we think should not lead to any 
confusion. 

SIn [15, 20], we had actually written w(s+) instead of w(s) as we do here to indicate that it 

was not affected by loop differentiation, but this is in fact unnecessary in view of the footnote 
of Section 3. 
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This difference between the "currents" in the two treatments means that the 

corresponding Lagrange multipliers, namely LILI/[els] in the old and WILI/[els] in 

the new, are also related by a conjugation with respect to ~e(s+, 0), from which 

it follows that the dual potential A.1L(x) defined in [15], in spite of appearances, is 

in fact identical to that defined here in (4.11). 

The above observation serves as a further example for the delicate handling 

often required in loop space operations, which we consider as a weakness of the 

whole loop space approach. Although we believe we have considerably improved 

our understanding in the present work, sufficiently in fact to clarify one or two 

subtle points such as that in the Wong equation noted in the footnote of Section 

5 which we have not been able to make clear before, we still feel strongly the lack 

of a general calculus for handling complex loop space operations, the construction 

of which however is unfortunately beyond our present capability. 

Apart from this reservation, we find the result of the present paper rather 

gratifying in that it seems to have answered the long-standing question whether 

there is a dual symmetry for Yang-Mills theory and gives even an explicit, though 

rather complicated, transformation between dual variables, which is being sought 

for in other duality contexts. For us in particular, it seems to have answered 

also a question that we have been asking on and off for some years concerning the 

dynamical properties of non abelian monopoles. The answer to this turns out to be 

staggeringly simple, namely that monopole dynamics is the same as that described 

by the standard theory for Yang-Mills sources, only formulated in the dual fashion. 

In consequence, one need not enquire, at least at the classical field level so far 

studied, whether the charges one sees in nature are sources or monopoles unless 

both types exist, for otherwise there will be no way to distinguish them. This 

is a rather unexpected result in view of the fact that sources and monopoles are 

initially conceived as very different objects, the former being essentially algebraic 

and the latter topological, and that the dynamics is determined here via the Wu

Yang criterion by the topology in an entirely different fashion from the manner 

that interactions for sources are usually introduced. 
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Chart I 

Pure Yang-Mills Theory 


[SU(N) invariance I rip = -ktp,,;>(J WEPW-l~"~-20(~ -7J) I~ rEp = ~p"p<7Fj~---li~~}li<7i]-2o(7J-~) I ----SU(N) invariance 

~ ~ 

rEp derivable from Ap I ~ ) I o"Ep - 01,Ev = 0 I L-__~__----1 ~=====?) [E:d:rivabl~ from Ap I 


~~tfr(EpEP)t21 lAo == AOI lAO = ~JTr(EpEIl)i]-21 

. / ~ / ~,------
I.AO=~JTr(FpvFPV) I ~==!o+ JTr{WPV(ovEp - opEv)) I IA =AO+ JTr{WPV(ovEp - opEv)) I IAo= rk:;JTr(FpvFPV) I 


~ 'II II ~ 
[OJ/PI'''' = 0 I 
 I15v flipv = 0 I 

!~ 
lOp Ep = 0 I<== [~m -4rrNt!SVT{!pv IEp ::= 4rrNi?oVWpv I ; lop Ep = 0 I 


~ ~ 
IovEp - opEv = 0 I
r~vEp - opEv = 0 I 

~ ! 
13 TV s.t. Ep = opTVI > rw=-=Srrcp"PO'Ji]I'wWP<7w-l€Vo{~ -7J) I W::::8rrcp"PO'J€Pw-1 WPO'w1j"o(7J -e)] ~ 1~~s.t.Ep = opW I 


~ l J ~ 
ITV = Ap1jP I ,..1.Ap=-srrcpvpO'JwwP"w..:j~Vo(~.- x) I l&i=8rrc~vp,,:Jw-1 WPO'w1jv o(7J - x) I " I~ = Ap~P I 


~ 
ls1JrN) invariance @0N) inva.riance I 


http:1~~s.t.Ep


--------------

COLOUR Chart COLOUR
II
MAGNETIC CHARGE ELECTRIC CHARGE 

Yang-Mills Theory with Charges 

<= 16[v f7!,]~--4?rJ"V I [EII-==+II-VP<:T1}'" jwEPw-leat-26(~---~)1 ~l == -411'ill-V I Potential A 
~ patched

'------~~~~~~~j / 

flJ~-II--v-=-g-C-II--v-pa-('ifJ-::-w---1-7-P-ti~W::::'¢~~-ti-il"-I~,:v==jjclI-vpaJX;~<:T6~ - Y) I 


.1 AO == A~ - m f dT 1 A0 .A~ + j 

J/ ~~ 
1 A==Ao+ jTrWII-V(qvEII-1+411'J"v) [~~AO+J'I'rWI'V(qvE"1+411'JlI-v) 1 


" 
1 

/ 

-0 + jTrWlI-v (qvElI-l +411'i ll-v) 

1:::---4;fIe2JVWlI-v 1 

(i fj - m)'ifJ = -gj,.'ifJ(i fj - m)'ifJ = "-jj~'ifJ[m d:~{~ __§Tr(J{Ell-V) 
 [~d:;:u= -gTr(IF~)~ IAII-=fhlClI-vpajw-l WP<:Twljv 6(T]-x)AII-=-B1I'f/wpajWwpa ,,"I-lev6(~-x) 

~~~~~~~~~~-;] 

derivableEll- derivable 
from potential [ ~ froln~potenti~l 


